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The association of visual artists in Switzerland vis arte says in the website: 

"The author or copyright owner has the exclusive right to determine whether, 
when and how the work may be changed." *  

and "It is forbidden to destroy an original work without first proposing to the 
author to take it back." ** 

For my project in Open Spaces residency I had to ignore these laws. I'm recycling and 
reusing art, which has been abandoned. 

The paintings I have used, were on sale for less money than the value of their frames.  
I have given new life to works of art, which otherwise would be awkward garbage. 

There were only bad clues to detect authors of the works, with unclear, if any 
signatures and unclear origin. Only one of the works is clearly signed. It was in worst 
condition and lost most of its paint during cleaning process. 

The project is a reminder and comment on the importance of recycling, which is a 
topical theme everywhere. It is also an act of art. As an artist, it is more reasonable 
and justified not to produce all the time new and more. Recycling of superfluous works 
of art should be allowed for environmental reasons. 

This kind of project suits well to Switzerland, which is said to be the leading country in 
recycling. 

Reborn works are presented with photos, showing the original, process or explanation.

There were also two older recycling works. One on hanger other as photos.

And a new one of my own old paintings dated 2000 ja 2008.

 

* "Der Urheber oder die Urheberin hat das ausschliessliche Recht zubestimmen, 
ob, wann und wie das Werk geandert werden darf." ( visarte.ch )

** "Originalwerke durfen nicht zerstort werden, ohne dem Urheber oder der 
Urheberin vorher die Rucknahme anzubieten." ( visarte.ch )

www.etunoja.fi/timo 

Thanking Open Spaces Kunst Zentrum and Taike/liikkuvuustoimikunta. 


